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J UNE  8.  We dne s day
20:00 OpENiNg film
ROUkli:
dir. Veiko Őunpuu – 1hour 39 min – ESTONIA – English 

subtitles 2015

a small farm community is on the brink of being 
swallowed by raging war. the lives of the frightened 
locals are shaken by the arrival of two men on the 
run from the mysterious, apparently vengeful Peedu.

J UNE  9.  T hur s day    
14:30-16:00 EsTONiaN shORT films – 
“BEliEfs yEsTERday, TOday, TOmORROW”
since the beginning of time, people have believed 
in something, be it faith in a higher power, or on 
the contrary rationality and freewill. the estonian 
short film programme, entitled “Beliefs yesterday, 
today, tomorrow” magically mixes the traditional 
beliefs old estonians held dear, the values of our 
contemporary society that venerate the cult of suc-
cess and futuristic views of tomorrow. in both there 
are serious and humorous tones.

8 . - 1 1 .
j U n e
2 0 1 6

c a t a l o g U e

hall/gREy: 
dir. Jürgen Volmer - 12’42 2015

the forest is older than we are. in many nations’ 
mythologies, the wolf is the king of the forest who 
sees, hears and knows everything. little mart lives 
beside the forest with his family. something awful 
has happened and it has affected all of his family. His 
mother tries to save his sister with a religious ritual, 
but little mart is too young to understand, and so 
he accidentally compromises the future of his family. 
the wolf always gets his share.  

kalEvipOEg: 
dir.Jürgen Moor - 25’08 2015

three musicians accompany the estonian folk hero 
Kalevipoeg on his legendary journeys. Paul and his 
fellow musicians need to get to the stone carrying 
competition so that Kalevipoeg can become the king 
of estonia, but their journey is full of obstacles that 
the four must face in order to achieve victory.



kaRv/haiRs: 
dir. Leore Klyszejko, Katarina Skott, Silvia Raist - 

06’05  2016

“Hairs” is a thriller set in the 60s following an unusual 
estonian family and their haunting secret.  
   
liBlikmEEs/ThE BUTTERfly maN: 
dir. Edina Csüllög - 15’41 2015

Anselm works at the Boruslawski circus as a devoted 
assistant to the famous magician ernesto. He secretly 
practises tricks in order to become a great magi-
cian himself. anselm gets his chance when ernesto 
manages to make himself magically disappear and 
anselm becomes the audience’s favourite for a 
while.  
     
mETaNOia:  
dir. Vallo Toomla - 15’33  2015

Photographer järvet järvet is offered a job that 
changes his day into something very weird. Possi-
bly also the rest of his life. love, death, the unknown 
and contracts – “Metanoia” depicts the four different 
kinds of contact that affect our lives the most.
       
diREcTivE: 
dir. Eeva Liisa Sepp - 05’57  2016

“Directive” is the story of Tydo, a little girl living alone 
in a post-apocalyptic wasteland, who starts growing 
a plant in the middle of a lifeless desert. 

maNN TaNzT: 
dir. Maria Reinup - 13’12  2015 

Did God create man in His own image? How can we 
achieve happiness and contentment? A stubborn 
man discovers the secret of why it is important for a 
human being to dance.   

16.30-17.30 
fiNNO-UgRic ExpERimENTal films 
 
QUasi UNa faNTasia: 
dir. Csongor Dombovári - 8’50 2015 Hungary

Fragments from the relationship between trees and 
humans.
“Quasi una Fantasia” is a personal project inspired by 
a györgy Kurtág symphony of the same title. With its 
fragmented, dream-like, ever-changing soundscape 
and imagery, this short film aims to present the con-
nection between humans and trees in a new light.

ThE spiRiTUal JOURNEy: 
dir. Gjert Rognli - 1’23   Sámi

nature’s resurrection, fragile lives, withdrawal and 
our allotted time. We will be together with nature 
in life. Pain and sorrow in our age, and longing for 
meaning and a spiritual quest through the human 
mind and our longing for eternal life.



lOvE: 
dir. Réka Bucsi - 14’ 35 2016 Hungary

“Love” is a short film describing affection in 3 differ-
ent chapters, through an impact on a distant solar 
system. abstract haiku-like situations reveal the 
change in atmosphere on one planet.

URBaNimaTiO: 
dir. Urmas Joemees, Hardi Volmer - 8’ Estonia

a poetic portrayal of the evolution, devolution, age-
ing and constant regeneration of an anonymous 
city sphere. music draws rhythmic structures from 
architectonic cadences. a hyperlapse brings static 
matter to life, awakening it from its sleep.

saaRi: 
dir. Ella Mikkola - 6’ 2015 Finland

“Saari” is a film about longing and letting go. The 
Finnish word saari means island. the film is an 
experimental video collage, based on late child-
hood videos. through these videos the work explores 
themes like safety, distance and connection through 
a subjective memory. the intricacies of the desire to 
preserve a memory while also attempting to move 
forward from it serves as an inspiration to this film.
The original raw video was filmed in 2006 in Finland 
with a sony camcorder and re-photographed in 2016 
in Canada. Part of this work was also filmed with a 
Bolex film camera and a Polaroid camera.

ThE liTTlE BlUE/piENi siNiNEN: 
dir. Riikka Haapasaari - 3’27     2015 Finland

This film is a story told with a child’s voice. The omnis-
cient little girl describes moments and thoughts of 
the little blue (the little blue glass) as the landscape 
in the film evolves through forests and clouds and 
eventually becomes totally blue.
 
ThE hUg: 
dir. Riikka Haapasaari - 3’  Finland

With a long-term desire to hug glass, a female slowly 
approaches a fragile human figure made of glass 
and wraps her hands around it. This causes the fig-
ure to shatter into small pieces that bear no resem-
blance to the figure. The female remains standing. 
The soundtrack of the film is composed of sounds 
produced with various glass instruments specifically 
manufactured for this bizarre act.

WORk iN pROgREss – facEs: 
dir. Tamás Patrovits - 2’05 Hungary 2016

graphic portraits morph into one another to the ris-
ing rhythm of the music, which was played on found 
and recycled objects. the original charcoal draw-
ings were made blindfolded by art students at the 
workshop “Life ad: Everyone can draw” in Oradea, 
romania in 2014



flOW/saNOmaviRTa: 
dir. Tuuli Gröhn, Salla Vapaavuori, Santtu Toivola, 

Jonna Kuittinen - 8’ animation 2015 Finland

empty words and meaningful symbols of 21st-cen-
tury media flow might start to live an unassisted 
life. Hunger and crisp bread behind the colourful 
speaker panels.

REmEmBERiNg: 
dir. Jonna Pipatti - 5’ 2015 Finland

A mysterious poetical film.
 
mUU maa/aNOThER EaRTh: 
dir. Zhon-Zhon Sandyr - 7’30 Finland

“Muu Maa” is a common expression in the Finnish 
language. “Muu” means another, different, miscel-
laneous; “Maa” means land, territory. “Muu Maa” 
is another space that can be charming and attrac-
tive, or it can be strange, unusual, creepy and even 
dangerous. it can be either a paradise or a desert, or 
a treasure island – many people want to get there.

18:00-19:00 UDMUrT SPECiAL
the Udmurt special is a unique collection of short 
films, animation and musical video made by artists 
from Udmurtia, a faraway Finno-Ugric region in 
russia. The films are shown with English subtitles 
where possible. the event is prepared and moder-
ated by Andrei Smirnov, video artist, photographer, 
filmmaker, musician and head of a local film club in 
izhevsk, Udmurtia, russia.

20:00-21:50 
small nations comPetition i

kazym REpORT (2015) 
Kristo Viding documentary - 25 min

Behind the Ural mountains, in the village of Kazym, 
there live the children of Khanty reindeer herders. 
they barely remember their roots. all communica-
tion is in russian. to keep the children in contact 
with their perishing identity, every summer a camp 
is held.
in 2012 two estonians are invited to participate in 
the camp. The first is Anne Türnpu, a theatre stage 
director/actor and a researcher into Finno-Ugric 
nations. in just two weeks she creates a theatre per-
formance inspired by the stories of these children. 
anne is joined by laura Kõiv as set designer and 
camera operator. 
laura intuitively starts a project that will become 
“Kazym report”. She interviews the children, asking 
them the question: what is fear?

shORykyOlE (2016)
Dmitri Yermakov, Yulia Lilishentseva - 11 min

Last year (2015) we travelled to Mari El to film Shory-
kyole, the traditional mari pagan new Year, in the 
wild outback of russia. ‘shorykyole’ means ‘lamb 
leg’, which is interesting since we still can see the 
image of a goat or a sheep in christmas carols in 
Finland and Sweden. But this is not all that is inter-
esting.



this region is the only place in russia, and europe, 
where age-old paganism is well preserved, although 
it is not widely advertised. the fact is that, after the 
conquest of mari el by ivan the terrible, the locals 
were not allowed to develop technical progress for 
centuries. They could not even use iron — so militant 
were mari, and the tsarist authorities were afraid of 
them. Thanks to this ‘conservation’, the old culture 
of russia was preserved in Mari El. We filmed the 
real traditional Shorykyole from the first, to the final, 
moment. the celebration took place in the village of 
mari Kitnya.

i lOvE yOU, UdmURTia! 
Andrei Shlyakhov (2016) - 30 min

at one time it was fashionable to make a declara-
tion of love with the help of movies. Udmurtia is 
no less worthy of such recognition than new York, 
Paris or moscow. the subject of love always brings 
confusion, excitement and concern to the heart of the 
admirer. The same happened in this film composi-
tion by andrei shlyakhov. it turned out to be a bit 
chaotic and quite spontaneous, as a real declaration 
of love should be.

iT Was all TRUE 
Andrei Shlyakhov (2016) - 2 min

For a long time the Baltic nations izhora and Vod 
have been living on the coast, which gave them food 
and an occasion for incredible events. to remove 
doubts about the truth of the fishing stories, the 

author andrei shlyakhov underlines in the title of 
the film how they are true. Despite this, the stories of 
fishermen still seem like a fairy tale, horrible, absurd 
and ridiculous.

chUd aNd mERya  
Andrei Shlyakhov (2014) - 3 min

Doctor of Historical Sciences Valeriy Yurchenkov 
wrote a completely unscientific fairy tale about 
the lives of two friends. Both of them have names 
of extinct Finno-Ugric Peoples: Chud and Merya. 
Saransk artist Yuri Dyrin painted them, and Andrei 
shlyakhov went after chud and merya, visiting kind 
mokshanian women and making a short magical 
movie about all this. 

kyldysiN 
Andrei Pershin (2016) animation - 3 min

an Udmurt legend about the fertility deity, the grey-
beard Kyldysine.

MAri MUSiC ViDEOS 
Andrey Gerasimov (Mari El) - 

1.ThE spRiNg camE (singer Arina) - 4 min

2. dON’T scOld mE, mOThER (singer Marina 

Sadova) - 4 min 

3. hOmElaNd (singer Marina Sadova) -  4 min

4. aUTUmN (singer Marina Sadova) - 4 min

5. WE’ll BE NEvER TOgEThER (singer Marina 

Sadova) - 4 min

6. alONg ThE sTREET (singer M.Sadova) - 3 min



10. JUNE,  fr iday
14:30: 15:40 
SAMi DOCUMEnTArY FiLMS

lapONia - NaTURE aNd NaTivEs
dir. Veronica Bermacchioni - 35’ Sweden 2015

laponia represents a rare example of a positive sym-
biosis between man and nature, and is an inspiring 
model of sustainable life. situated in the north of 
sweden it is simultaneously the greatest and oldest 
symbol of nature protected in europe and the land 
of the sami, the last european indigenous people. 
The film explores the deep relationship of the Sami 
people with nature in laponia - a story told by the sami 
people and interpreted by the italian photographer 
and filmmaker Andrea Barghi, who for over thirty years 
has been a keen traveller in these boundless lands.

NaTURE is my kiTchEN
dir. Veronica Bermacchioni - 25’ Sweden 2015

all food in the millennia-old sámi indigenous culture 
is nutritious and acts as a natural medicine for the 
body and soul. greta Huuva passionately embodies 
this philosophy through her work as a sámi chef, as 
a modern day medicine woman, and a sámi food 
ambassador. The foundations of this film are based 
on greta’s exceptional knowledge of food and cook-
ing, and the use of plants and herbs within the world 
of the sámi that has almost been forgotten. greta 
Huuva’s commitment goes well beyond the preserva-

tion of knowledge, and is characterised by a desire 
to pass on her wisdom to future generations.

fiNlaNd EUROpEaN
dir. Sámi Ala  -10’  2014 Finland

Facts and documentary material containing a short 
film in which old, lonely and outsider Sami people 
blame Finland for all injustice that he has doing to 
him and his people through it law and orders. pro-
vocative text is a monologue and it ends in kind of 
healing spell. in pictures we see roads in to the dark-
ness, man in a sauna, old eugenics photos, finnish 
politicians in their government house and so on. 
the sami people are the only indigenous people in 
europe. now, when their culture is almost dead, Fin-
land and other nordic countries have begun to revive 
it after hundreds of years of oppression and terror.

16:00-17:40 HUnGAriAn SHOrT FiLMS 

WhiTE WOlf 
dir. Szilágyi Fanni  - 18’  2015 Hungary 

every single day niki visits the white wolf, the lone 
prisoner of the city zoo. she would do anything to 
get into the cage of the dangerous animal. the young 
gypsy girl keeps facing the strict regulations set by 
the strong male community of the zoo. through her 
sexual exploitation we learn the young outsider’s 
suppressed position in a wild, male-dominated 
world. the story, however, ends with a magical twist.



ROmaNiaN sUNRisE
dir. Visky Ábel - 25’ 2015 Hungary

Daniel, a Hungarian guy in his thirties travels to the 
romanian seaside to meet his father, whom he
hasn’t seen since he was an infant. When he admits 
that he needs to have a kidney transplantation and 
came to ask for half a kidney from his father, the 
stakes of their encounter are getting high.

TaBUla Rasa 
dir. Csoma Sándor   - 29’  2015 Hungary 

1990 Transylvania. The dictator is dead. Thirteen year 
old emma and abel fall in love, but their parents’ 
past harbours a dark secret.

BETONzaJ
dir. Kovács István  - 30’  2015  Hungary

Dia is a young female kickboxer who lives in the 
suburbs of Budapest with her mom and younger 
brother. Her dream is to compete in germany where 
she can earn good money. all she has to do is win 
her upcoming championship. two weeks prior to that 
Dia finds out that she is pregnant from her lover, who 
also happens to be her coach. now she must face 
not only her competition, but time and the thought 
of abortion aswell.

19:00-21.00 
small nations comPetition ii

JUmB 
Kseniia Voronchikhina (2013) - 7 min

A film about life and death; about the past, present 
and future; about time and infinity; about people. 
A film about the void.

a fish 
Kseniia Voronchikhina (2012) - 4 min

A three-litre jar is not the best place for a goldfish.

ThE ciRclE 
Kseniia Chimali Voronchikhina (2015) - 5 min

Free yourself by widening your circle of compaction 
to embrace all living creatures and the whole of 
nature and its beauty.

pillaR
Zhon-Zhon Sandyr (Udmurtia, 2016) - 3 min

there is a heavenly pillar in the life of each person. 
A personal fiery pillar. A personal symbol.
A burden. A special path towards spiritual attain-
ment. Faith in the Way. The way of obedience. The 
way of purification: we do not see the speck that is 
in our brother’s eye, and consider the beam that is 
in our own eye.



ORNamENT Of zhUzhgEs villagE
Zhon-Zhon Sandyr (Udmurtia, 2016) - 2 min

every person, family, nation has its own power sym-
bol, marked as an ornamental pattern. they look like 
hardened ceramic capillaries in the pattern of leaves, 
flowers, branches and trunks of the huge World Tree.

ThE magic hORN 
Larisa Smolina, Vladimir Slavov (2016)- 40 min

A film about the herding tradition among the Veps 
and their amazing working ‘tool’, the shepherd’s 
horn. The shepherds used to be chosen ‘for their 
tunes’, since it was extremely important that the 
shepherd could master this seemingly simple musical 
instrument. today the memories of vepsian villages, 
the work of scholars, and museum collections help 
us reconstruct the history of the Vepsian magic horn 
and to recreate the technology of its manufacture.

ThE passagE Of ThE ONE’s fORTUNE 
Ivan Gerasimov, (2009) - 29 min

the story of not the easiest life and love of a mari 
woman, from birth to maturity.

ThE Old mOON
dir. Juri Semenkov – animation (2015) – 6’5 

Khanty film.

21:00-23:00 FinnO-UGriC DOCUMEnTAriES

Walls
dir. Miguel Lopéz Beraza - 10’ 2014 Spain

a day in the life of mr. istvan and ms. magdi, neigh-
bours for many years, is narrated by the building in 
Budapest where both live. The walls surrounding 
them reveal their small passions, stories and routines. 

miss
dir. Sanna Liljander - 4’5 2015 Finland

”one day she had dyed her hair black. the next she 
had left.” 
a friend leaving is hard to forget. just as hard as 
catching a fly?

fRiday child
dir. Tinja Ruusuvuori - 16’51 2014 Finland

mother and child apart from each other try to reach 
one another through diaries. tinja lives with her 
father, dreams about cows and misses her mother, 
who is struggling with alcoholism but loves her and 
wishes one day to be able to live a normal life with 
her. When Tinja visits mum, life is an adventure: 
dressing up as ghosts, dancing and singing quirky 
songs. When the weekend is over it is time to let go.

sEcONd flOOR
dir. Hajni Kis - 20’19 2014 Hungary

an intimate look into the life of a home for the 



elderly, and the story of a male nurse who tries his 
best to cheer up the tenants. Produced by the Univer-
sity of Theatre and Film Arts of Budapest, this short 
documentary is about dignity and the last days on 
earth – and about those who will stay here after us.

a dONa da ilha
dir. Asia Dér - 25’ 2015 Hungary

“Everyone’s life is a constant change in space and 
time: from adolescence to adulthood, then to middle 
age and onwards. in order not to let our personalities 
fall to pieces, we have to constantly integrate these 
changes.” (janos Háy)
Mariapaola first travelled around the world, then 
went to Cannes with her films, finally she became a 
well-known businesswomen. now she has retired to 
a small island in the south of Portugal. she has eve-
rything, yet still she is lonely.

milEs TO gO BEfORE i slEEp
dir. Hanna Hivitie - 13’18 2015 Finland

a young congolese woman shares her story of 
becoming a victim of child trafficking and being 
thrown into a whirlwind of drifting between con-
tinents.

TO lighT
dir. Nora Särak - 27’ 2015 Estonia

a poetic documentary about a mother and son who 
decided to stay behind when the estonian town of 
Pechora became the russian town Pechora. After seventy  

years there is hardly anything estonian left in the town. 
linda and mart Kallas try to maintain contact with 
their homeland, but this is no cure for their loneli-
ness. now they only have each other. The mother  
needs the son and the son needs the mother. the 
mother is at the very end of her life. the son is search-
ing for light in the darkness.

s aT URday,  11  JUNE
14.00-15.30 FinniSH SHOrT FiLMS

Täg mE iN TiNdER
dir. Heidi Linden - 20’ 2015 Finland

When random people get stuck in an airport and 
open tinder, it’s time to unite.

viiskET
dir. Anni Oja - 4’ 2015 Finland

this town is not big enough for the two of them. nor 
their moustaches.

ThE maUsOlEUm
dir. Lauri Randla - 24’ 2015 Finland/ Estonia

“The Mausoleum” is a short story about the patholo-
gist aleksey abrikosov, who embalmed the body of 
Vladimir ilyich Lenin in 1924. Abrikosov gets a phone 
call in the middle of the night just before the 1936 
May Day festivities and is informed that there is a 
fly inside Lenin’s sarcophagus. no one knows how 
to get rid of it as lenin lies in a sealed micro-climate 
designed to preserve the god of communism forever.



ThE Old WOmaN
dir. Milla Koivisto - 2’ 2015 Finland

The first short film in the Kaiku Series, “The Old 
Woman”, is an exploration of solitude through sound 
and image, portraying the landscape of the soul of 
an old woman called Aino. The film was shot during 
a three-month stay on the treeless lighthouse island 
of Bengtskär in the Baltic Sea off the coast of Finland.

RakasTaN aNNaa/i lOvE aNNa
dir. Joonas Rutanen - 11’ 2015 Finland

“rakastan Annaa/i love Anna” is a short film about 
teenage friendship. Santeri (13) watches older boys 
driving and tuning their motorbikes. He combs his 
hair and goes to see his friend Anna (13). At Anna’s 
home the anarchy of childhood meets puberty.

miss zahRa
dir. Markus Lehmusruusu - 28’ 2014 Finland

a lonely forest machine driver, seppo, receives an 
e-mail from a distant country; a mysterious woman 
called Zahra tells him about her money problems and 
asks for his help. jussi, seppo’s best friend, claims 
that the message is a hoax, a so-called nigerian let-
ter, but despite jussi’s warnings seppo decides to 
trust his heart for once. seppo answers Zahra and 
soon finds himself head over heels in love - and in 
danger. A short film about love, hope, faith and for-
est management. 

16:00-16:30 FOCUS On LOCAL YOUTH 

– WORkshOp films By mEREmäE childREN
children and youngsters from meremäe present 
their first short films to the public.

18:00 CLOSinG FiLM 

afTERlifE
dir. Virág Zomborácz - 1 hour 33 min 2014 Hungary

a heavily neurotic young man starts to see his 
father’s ghost. When he helps his father’s spirit 
cross to the otherworld, something happens that 
they could never have achieved in their normal lives: 
they finally understand each other. 


